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so, if you have a ps4, and you want to try swap magic, you will need to download a
nand tool to flash the ps4 to firmware 2.0. but, it should be noted that there is no
guarantee that swap magic will work on your ps4, even if you flash it to firmware

2.0, it may still fail to swap, although its unlikely that it will. you can always try the
swap magic ps4 tutorial to see if its something you are interested in. but, with all
the precautions, i think swap magic works on the ps4, as i have been using it for a
long time now, and the most important thing is that swap magic works on the ps3
and ps4, and i know you want to see it working on the ps4, so here it is. to install

swap magic on your ps4, you will need to download this boot firmware on your ps4
and flash it to firmware 2.0 using the nand tool that you have installed to boot your
ps4. the way swap magic works is that you boot your ps4 into firmware 2.0, use the
software to swap out the game elf file with the swap magic elf. then, you boot back
into firmware 1.76, 1.69, 1.62 or 1.53, and you should be able to boot any ps2 game
using swap magic, at least on the ps4. i think swap magic is the most reliable way
to boot your ps2 game on the ps4. this firmware basically works like any other ps2

homebrew coder. you create an elf file that will be recognized by the ps2s cdvd
drive, and it will then recognize it as a legitimate game, then it will load it into

memory just like any other game. you can load any homebrew that loads elfs, or
even any other game that loads elfs, like your save data from mass effect 3 (aka

the firewalker). you can play the game normally, then press the following button to
swap the disc (in this example, the codeset.elf file is placed in a folder called

codeset.elf). the codeset.elf file tells the ps2s cdvd drive that a new disc has been
loaded (it must be a genuine pressed ps2 disc). the ps2 then proceeds to read the

disc, checks if the disc is a pressed ps2 disc (the ps2 wont accept a normal ps2 disc,
only a pressed one), and if so, the ps2 will read the system.cnf file that is the disc
system.cnf file. the system.cnf file has the name for the game youre going to load,

so swap magic will load the game normally, and then once the game has been
loaded, the ps2 will recognize the game was swapped and will not ask for the disc

any more. the ps2 will just load the game normally, just like any other game.
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